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The trusted, New York Times best-selling author of It's Perfectly Normal presents a charming and

reassuring picture book series for preschoolers.Young children are curious about almost everything.

Asking questions is one of many ways they learn about themselves and the world around them.

Now, this unique series for our youngest children provides easy-to-understand facts and answers to

their delightful, thoughtful, and often nonstop questions. Launching the series is WHO HAS WHAT?,

a simple story following Nellie and Gus on a family outing to the beach. Humorous illustrations,

conversations between the siblings, and a clear text all reassure young kids that whether they have

a girl's body or a boy's, their bodies are perfectly normal, healthy, and wonderful. Authoring the

series is Robie H. Harris, whose nonfiction books are known as the source for addressing kids'

questions about themselves, their families, and their friends. Nadine Bernard Westcott's accurate

and entertaining illustrations offer an inviting way for children to discover straightforward, fascinating

information about themselves.
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My three and a half year old daughter really enjoys this book. It's written in a style that's entertaining

and easy to understand. I like that the authors have included many types of families in the



illustrations, and have tried to combat gender stereotypes by discussing all of the similarities about

what boys and girls like (both boys and girls like active play; both boys and girls play with dolls).

However, there is one flaw in the book that bothers me as I read it to my little girl. In the descriptions

of the external physical attributes of boys and girls, boys' external genitalia is named, while girls' is

not. Boys are described as having "a penis, a scrotum, and two openings." Girls, on the other hand,

are described as having merely "three openings." And while there are indeed a penis and scrotum

visible in the picture accompanying the boy's description, in the girl's, the little girl resembles a

Barbie doll with a smooth genital area and three dots representing her openings. The little girl has

no clitoris at all, and just a hint of labial folds. I understand that a clitoris may have been a little

tougher to draw than a penis, but to completely excise a part of female genitalia in a book about the

topic? What is a little girl supposed to think about that part of her anatomy? According to this book, it

shouldn't exist and doesn't have a name. But if you have a daughter, you know that she knows it's

there. The first time we read this book, my daughter was confused and wondered if she had a penis,

because she said she had a "bump like that" and pointed to the picture of the little boy's

genitals.Since my daughter still likes to read this book, and since I do like the rest of it, I choose to

just add in the words when I read it to her.
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